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JBL Tour Series: for performance,
entertainment, and style on the move
Work smarter, work sleeker with the latest JBL over ear and TWS
earbuds, the perfect commuter companions are now available

EMEA – May 13, 2021 – Give your productivity a sleek new look with the latest over-ear JBL

Tour ONE and TWS JBL Tour PRO+. Designed with performance in mind, these cans and

buds are packed with advanced technology including Adaptive Noise Cancelling paired

with awesome JBL Pro Sound, so whatever your business, you can perform with confidence and

in style.
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On top of Adaptive Noise Cancellation, both models pack a productive punch with impressive

battery life, Adaptive Ambient Aware and TalkThru technology. Always on the go? Access

hands-free voice assistant capabilities by Google and Amazon, using voice commands or with

press and hold on the earcup for ultimate convenience.

The JBL Tour ONE offers JBL’s best in class True Adaptive Noise Cancellation

technology. Constantly monitoring environmental sound and adapting to the perfect level of

noise cancellation for the environment, the JBL Tour ONE eliminates distractions in real

time. Work anywhere and free from distractions with SilentNow. Simply touch the dedicated

button to activate noise cancellation mode without needing Bluetooth.

The JBL Tour ONE also features HARMAN’s Smart Audio Mode for total audio flexibility. This

technology optimizes the Bluetooth connection for “normal listening”, increases fidelity in

“music mode” or activates the low latency “video mode”. With up to 50 hours of total playback

time, the JBL Tour ONE can power a full week of activity on a single charge. 

390993 jbl tour pro in ear headphones f164ac original 1620832330

The True Wireless JBL Tour PRO+ provide even greater in-ear freedom with no wires and a

pocket-friendly charging case while they’re bursting with great features.

Conference calls on the move or taking in a podcast on the commute? Adaptive Noise

Cancelling technology can both shut out all outside noise or let it back in if you need to stay

aware of your surroundings. Fast Pair automatically pairs the earbuds to an Android user’s

device as soon as the case is opened, while Dual Connect + Sync provides the choice to

seamlessly enjoy music or make calls with either one or both buds.

  

Packed with over 30 hours of total music playback, Qi wireless charging and 3-mic

beamforming array technology for voice clarity, the JBL Tour PRO+ are great for streaming

entertainment or taking a full day of work calls.

The JBL Tour ONE and JBL Tour PRO+ are available on JBL.com for EUR 299 and EUR

199 respectively. 
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JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like

Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend

road trips, JBL elevates listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make

the most of every moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry

leading innovation, JBL has expertly blended a bold vision of the future with the passion and

talent of engineers and designers around the globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the

leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and the brand has partnered with the

world’s top talent across music, sports and esports. 

 

ABOUT HARMAN 

HARMAN International (harman.com), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co,

LTD., designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and

enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise

automation solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things.  With leading brands

including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and

Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues where

they perform around the world. More than 25 million automobiles on the road today are

equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software services power

billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all

platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately

30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. 
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Tel: +44 (0)207 148 1606
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JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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